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Abstract. Extracting the facts, namely entities and relations, from unstructured
sources is an essential step in any knowledge base construction. At the same time,
it is also necessary to ensure the completeness of the knowledge base by incremen-
tally extracting the new facts from various sources. To date, the knowledge base
completion is studied as a problem of knowledge refinement where the missing facts
are inferred by reasoning about the information already present in the knowledge
base. However, facts missed while extracting the information from multilingual
sources are ignored. Hence, this work proposed a generic framework for know-
ledge base completion to enrich a knowledge base of crime-related facts extracted
from online news articles in the English language, with the facts extracted from
low resourced Indian language Hindi news articles. Using the framework, informa-
tion from any low-resourced language news articles can be extracted without using
language-specific tools like POS tags and using an appropriate machine translation
tool. To achieve this, a clustering algorithm is proposed, which explores the redun-
dancy among the bilingual collection of news articles by representing the clusters
with knowledge base facts unlike the existing Bag of Words representation. From
each cluster, the facts extracted from English language articles are bootstrapped
to extract the facts from comparable Hindi language articles. This way of boot-
strapping within the cluster helps to identify the sentences from a low-resourced
language that are enriched with new information related to the facts extracted
from a high-resourced language like English. The empirical result shows that the
proposed clustering algorithm produced more accurate and high-quality clusters for
monolingual and cross-lingual facts, respectively. Experiments also proved that the
proposed framework achieves a high recall rate in extracting the new facts from
Hindi news articles.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Bases (KBs) contain a huge collection of information in the form of
entities and relations extracted from structured and unstructured sources. Such
information is stored as triples in machine-readable form like ⟨e1 − R − e2⟩ called
as facts. Knowledge Base Completion (KBC) is a long-standing problem in the
area of knowledge management that involves the task of identifying the missing
facts from the KBs. To date, the KBC problem is studied as a Knowledge Graph
(KG) refinement problem where the missing facts are inferred from the existing
facts in the KB [1]. For example, works for relation can be inferred from the
fact ⟨Person X − CEO of − Comapny Y ⟩ by applying the appropriate inferring
techniques. The focus of such techniques is on improving the inferring accuracy so
that more number of appropriate hidden facts are extracted from the KB. Hence,
these techniques ensure the identification of new facts that are not explicitly stored
but are hidden in the KB. However, it is also necessary to ensure the completeness
of the KB by identifying the missing facts while extracting the information from
multiple sources.
In the era of a multilingual environment where the information is scattered
across the web in multiple languages, most of the facts are redundant but are
enriched with some new facts. For instance, the online news articles from differ-
ent sources with various native languages within the same window of published
dates, include information related to almost similar facts. However, each source
may be enriched with some new facts about an event, and failing in identify-
ing such facts is censorious for applications like crime prevention and monitor-
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shows two sample headlines from English and Hindi news articles,
respectively [35, 36]. Even though both the headlines contain information about the
same event, the info who was arrested is missing from the Hindi language headline.
Hence, for applications that develop KB from news articles, it is not sufficient to
extract the information only from English news articles to ensure the completeness
of KB.
In this paper, we extended the work proposed by [2] to develop a KB called
“Crime Base” which was enriched with the facts extracted from only English news
articles. KB so developed was proved to be incomplete by manually cross verifying
the related bilingual English-Hindi language articles. However, the task of grouping
the related articles across the languages and extracting the facts from articles in
Indian languages like Hindi needs language-specific tools like Parts of Speech (PoS)
tagger. However, these tools are either unavailable or not accurate enough to be
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used for low-resourced languages like Indian languages. Although the grouping of
articles can be achieved using document clustering techniques [3], the traditional
way of representing the clusters using Bag of Words is not appropriate due to its
inability to represent the cluster semantically. The semantic way of representing the
cluster is highly essential as the quality of clusters formed depends on how semanti-
cally a cluster is represented. Besides, it is also essential to cluster the news articles
incrementally as they are published daily and are to be treated as data streams.
Hence, it is most appropriate to adopt the methods used to cluster the data streams
to cluster the news articles [4]. Nevertheless, these methods are to be modified to
cluster the articles across the languages. Even though open information extraction
(OIE) tools like ArgOE are best suited to extract the information from multiple lan-
guages, they are developed to be used with foreign languages like English, Spanish,
and Portuguese [5]. A straightforward way to solve the problem which is adopted by
the existing works is to translate the entire document written in a target language
like Hindi to source language English [6]. Such methods are time expensive as all
the texts available in a target language do not contribute to the extraction of facts.
In contrast, translation of only named entities like name of the PERSON, ORGA-
NIZATION, and LOCATION and their relationships is adequate to compare to the
translation of the whole document from KB perspective. In the news domain where
the corpus is a collection of multilingual news articles, the extraction of facts from
such a corpus is possible using supervised machine learning techniques. However,
these techniques require a large collection of sententially aligned parallel data from
different language articles to train the system which is very expensive.
The news articles are the kind of comparable corpora where the multilingual
articles within a window of published dates are usually redundant. Extracting in-
formation from such a corpus can be achieved by clustering the articles across the
languages based on their topical similarity. Once the topically similar articles are
grouped, the source language facts can be bootstrapped to extract the facts from tar-
get language articles. Such a bootstrapped way of extraction limits the translation
only to named entities and their relationships and hence reduces the time required
to translate the entire article from the target language to the source language. Ac-
cordingly, this work proposes a bootstrapping-based KBC framework that can be
adaptable to any domain and language using the appropriate machine translation
tool. Moreover, the framework also helps to extract the facts from target language
articles without using language-specific tools like POS tags which are most neces-
sary for Indian languages. The overall architecture of the proposed work is shown
in Figure 1.
The primary contributions of this paper are as follows:
1. Proposed an algorithm for grouping the related news articles in a bilingual cor-
pus.
2. Proposed a bootstrapping-based method to extract the facts from target lan-
guage news articles using facts extracted from source language news articles
with minimum translation efforts.
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Figure 1. High level architecture of the proposed framework
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the background
and related work. Section 3 describes the problem along with the research objec-
tives. The proposed methodology is explained in Section 4. Section 5 presents the
results and analysis of the experiments conducted. Conclusion and future works are
explained in Section 6.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This section aims to provide an overview of the work in the domain of knowledge
base construction with an emphasis on knowledge base completion. Knowledge base
construction is the main vision of the semantic web to create a shared repository
of KB in machine-readable form. Even though the problem of knowledge base
construction is studied for decades, the knowledge base completion is studied only
as a knowledge base refinement problem [1, 29, 30]. The knowledge base refinement
methods try to complete the knowledge base by considering the facts internal to the
knowledge base by inferring the new facts hidden inside the given knowledge base.
However, these methods do not cover the external facts, i.e. facts extracted from
multiple sources while constructing the knowledge base. In this perspective, the
knowledge base completion can be treated as a problem of information extraction
and integration, where the final knowledge base must be enriched with all the new
facts extracted from multiple sources.
The existing works to extract the information from multiple sources are catego-
rized as monolingual and multilingual based on the languages they support. Systems
that extract the knowledge from sources in a single language are considered as mono-
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lingual systems and most of the systems extract the knowledge only from sources in
English language [7]. The authors in [8] extract the crime-related information from
English news articles. [9] developed a system to construct a sports knowledge base by
extracting the information from the FIFA website in the English language. [31] pro-
posed an NLP and machine learning-based method for extraction of economic events
and constructed a financial knowledge base. A T2KG system is proposed by [32] to
construct a knowledge graph from unstructured text. An artist’s knowledge base is
constructed by [10] by extracting the information from the related websites in En-
glish. Few works also contributed to creating a knowledge base of events collected
from news articles. For instance, Storybase was the knowledge base created by ex-
tracting the information from daily web news and Wikipedia current events [11].
In [12] authors extract the facts from French-language news articles. Knowledge
Vault [13] is a probabilistic system that combines extractions from multiple sources
like text and tabular data. PRISMATIC is a large-scale lexicalized relation resource
that automatically extracts the knowledge from articles in English language [14].
Even though a lot of works are carried out to create a knowledge base by extracting
the information from multiple sources, these works do not emphasize completing the
knowledge base from multilingual sources.
In contrast to monolingual systems, systems that extract the knowledge from
sources of different languages are considered as multilingual systems. Most of the
multilingual systems consider the sources in foreign languages [15, 6, 16, 17, 18,
5] and only [19] extracts the Indian language Hindi along with foreign languages.
However, these systems are based on either using language-specific processing tools
or translating the entire documents into English.
Apart from the individual efforts in generating KBs like [20], few integrative
projects which involve a community of users in creating KBs by extracting and up-
dating the facts from crowd-sourced data like Wikipedia also emerged. To name
few, Yago [21] is a KB created automatically from Wikipedia, WordNet and Geon-
ames. DBpedia [22] exploits both free text as well as semi-structured data like
infoboxes from Wikipedia to create the KB. BabelNet [23], the largest repository
of multilingual words and senses, integrates Wikipedia and WordNet for creating
the KB. Wikidata [24] is a KB enriched with facts extracted only from Wikipedia.
Even though, the KB generated by these systems are well structured to support the
web of linked data, the facts covered and validated by these systems are limited to
Wikipedia.
There are some open-source tools like FRED and FOX [25] that generate struc-
tured knowledge graphs from unstructured texts. FRED is a powerful tool that
extracts the knowledge from 48 languages. However, the capability of the tool is
limited to only extraction and lack in integrating the knowledge extracted from
multiple languages.
In addition to the efforts to generate the knowledge base, several studies at-
tempted to develop knowledge base completion models using cross-lingual projec-
tion of knowledge. However, these models require the presence of a knowledge base
for both the source and target language. Using the knowledge bases for both the
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languages, the facts from the source language are projected with the target language
for knowledge base completion. For instance, [26] and [27] developed a knowledge
base completion model based on vector representation by representing the concepts
in multiple languages in a unified vector space. But these models are not applicable
in the absence of a knowledge base for a target language.
Table 1 shows the consolidated view of the features supported by existing works
on knowledge base construction. The table lists both monolingual as well as multilin-
gual systems. From the table, it is clear that none of the systems supports knowledge
base completion by identifying the missing facts while extracting the information
from multiple sources. Specific to the news domain, the existing systems considered
only English news articles and ignored the facts available in other language news
articles. Moreover, exploiting the redundancy that exists among the news articles
for the identification of new facts is also underexplored which is observed from the
last column in the table.
3 PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
Given a set of bilingual news articles from resource-rich Source Language (SL) like
English and resource deficit Target Language (TL) like Hindi. This paper aimed at
developing a framework for KBC to extract the facts from TL news articles so that
the KB created using SL news articles is enriched with new facts available in TL
news articles. This is to be achieved by exploiting the redundancies available from
SL and TL news articles and without using the language-specific tools for TL news
articles.
To address the problem described above, the following research objectives or
tasks are set:
Task-1: To propose an algorithm for grouping the related articles from SL and TL
using clustering.
Task-2: To propose a method to extract the facts from TL news articles using
facts related to SL news articles as a bootstrapping data set and an appropriate
machine translation tool.
4 METHODOLOGY
The detailed architecture of the proposed framework is shown in Figure 2. The
proposed framework performs bootstrapping at multiple levels to extract the new
facts from Hindi news articles using the triples extracted from the related English
news articles. The framework consists of two main stages, namely clustering and
extraction, to solve respective tasks mentioned in Section 3 and are discussed in the
following sections.
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Figure 2. Detailed architecture of the proposed framework
4.1 Methodology for Task-1: Clustering
Initially, the crime-related Hindi articles are selected by applying topic modeling
and knowledge base aided data acquisition method proposed by [2] over the head-
lines translated to English. The redundancies among the articles are exploited by
identifying the comparable articles. A set of bilingual collections of articles is said to
be comparable if they are related either topically or sententially. Topically related
articles are contextually similar articles that discuss the same topic and are said to
be semantically related. Whereas, sententially related articles are almost bilingual
translations of each other and are said to be semantically similar. Hence topically re-
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lated articles are enriched with more new information compare to sententially related
articles. The proposed work identifies the comparable articles using the semantic
merging procedure mentioned in [2]. As the news articles are published daily, the
articles are considered as data streams and an incremental nearest neighborhood al-
gorithm for clustering data streams is adopted [4]. Here, the clustering algorithm is
modified to identify the sententially and topically related articles by finding senten-
tial and topical neighbors and is named as Sentential-Topical-Nearest-Neighborhood
(STNN) algorithm which is described in Algorithm 1.
The major difficulty in clustering articles is in semantically representing the
articles so that clusters of better quality can be formed. Due to the availability of
a large number of terms as document features, the Bag of Words way of representing
the documents does not capture the semantics hidden in the sentences. To improve
the semantics, the articles are represented as KB facts in the form of triples ex-
tracted over the headlines. Accordingly, the headlines from Hindi news articles are
translated to English, and facts from the translated headlines are extracted using the
method proposed in [2]. When a stream of facts from English and Hindi news articles
comes in, we divide them into various windows based on their date of publication.
Now, events in the first window are clustered using neighborhood-based clustering.
The similarity between each of the elements in the first window is calculated using
contextual as well as semantic similarity measures. The significance of using both
the similarity measures is empirically proved and can be found in [2]. Two elements
are considered to be topically neighbors if their contextual similarity is greater than
a threshold value. Such neighbors are also checked for their semantic similarity. If
the semantic similarity is greater than their contextual similarity score, they form
a separate cluster and will be added to the set of sententially similar clusters. Oth-
erwise, they will be added to the set of topically similar clusters. If the contextual
similarity score for any two elements is less than the threshold, the elements are
independent and form two separate clusters. To represent a cluster, we find the
medoid of each cluster, where the medoid is an element that has the maximum simi-
larity with all other elements in the cluster. This limits further comparison between
the medoids rather than with all the elements in the cluster. A similar method is
followed to find the clusters for other windows. For each new cluster, we find from
the former clusters the most similar cluster to them by calculating the similarity of
the medoid event of the former clusters and the medoid of the new cluster. Based
on their similarity, two clusters are merged and the medoid will be updated.
4.2 Methodology for Task-2: Extraction
In this work, we propose a method to identify and extract the new facts from
a target language news article like Hindi using the facts extracted from related
English news articles. This is achieved by bootstrapping the triples extracted from
English news articles to identify the presence of related triples from comparable
Hindi news articles. The proposed extraction method constitutes two steps, namely:
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Algorithm 1: STNN Algorithm
Input: E = {FE1 , FE2 , . . . , FEm}:Set of m crime facts extracted from
English news articles and HH = {H1, H2, . . . , Hn}:Set of n
headlines extracted from Hindi language news articles
Result: Set of ns sententially similar clusters Cs = {C1, C2, . . . , Cns}, Set
of nt topically similar clusters Ct = {C1, C2, . . . , Cnt}
1 Translate the headlines in Hindi to English and the set of translated
headlines be HHT = {Ht1 , Ht2 , . . . , Htn}
2 Extract the facts from HHT and let H = {FH1 , FH2 , . . . , FHk} be a set of k
facts related to Hindi headlines
3 Divide the events from E and H into multiple windows W = {w1, w2, . . . }
where wi ⊆ E ∪H indicates facts extracted from the articles published
during ith date
4 Find the neighbors and hence clusters for w1 as follows:
5 Calculate contextual similarity CS between each new couple of
elements FEi and FHj .
6 If CS >a threshold tc then
7 Calculate semantic similarity SS between each couple.
8 If SS > a threshold ts then
9 the elements are sententially neighbors. Each set of neighbors
represent a cluster and will be added to Cs.
10 Otherwise
11 the elements are topically neighbors. Each set of neighbors
represent a cluster and will be added to Ct.
12 Otherwise
13 Add the elements to Ct as new clusters.
14 Find medoid of each cluster where, medoid is the element which has the
maximum similarity with all the elements in the cluster.
15 Similarly find the neighbors and hence the clusters for the subsequent
windows.
16 Calculate new clusters medoids.
17 Calculate the similarity between new medoids and medoids of old
clusters.
18 If found a pair of contextually or semantically similar medoids
19 Merge the clusers.
20 Update medoid.
21 Add the merged cluster to the appropriate set.
22 Otherwise
23 Retain the clusters as it is.
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1. candidate sentence identification,
2. new triple generation.
Each of the steps is explained in the following subsections.
4.2.1 Candidate Sentence Identification
From each cluster, the events related to English news articles are selected as an initial
set of bootstrapping triples. Each of these triples is translated to the target language
using Google translator API and used to query the Hindi articles to identify a set
of sentences that are enriched with new facts and are called candidate sentences.
Given a set of bootstrapped triples from English articles BE = {tE1 , tE2 , . . . , tEn},
a set of candidate sentences from Hindi articles S = {s1, s2, . . . , sm} are obtained by
aligning the sentences with the triples. Formally, a sentence si is said to be aligned
with tEj , if an element ek belongs to tEj is a substring of si. Finally, a sentence that
constitutes the un-aligned part in it is selected as the candidate sentence. Otherwise
it is considered as similar to tEj . Figure 3 illustrates the generation of candidate
sentences with an example.
Figure 3. Candidate sentence generation
4.2.2 New Triple Generation
Once the candidate sentences are extracted, new triples are obtained in three steps,
namely:
1. candidate sentence translation,
2. triple/s extraction,
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3. projection of triple.
Initially, candidate sentences are translated to English language using Google API
translator, and triples from each sentence are extracted using the method proposed
in [2]. Triples so extracted from a candidate sentence are projected against the boot-
strapped triple to identify the new triples, as shown in Figure 4 with the continuation
of the example considered in Figure 3.
Figure 4. New triple generation
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This work considers two prominent newspapers, namely Indian Express for English
News articles and Hindustan (
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Q7 b2Mi2M+2b i?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`2 2M`B+?2/ rBi? M2r 7+ib M/ `2 +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M/B/i2 b2Mi2M+2bX
:Bp2M  b2i Q7 #QQibi`TT2/ i`BTH2b 7`QK 1M;HBb? `iB+H2b BE = {tE1 , tE2 , ..., tEn}- 
b2i Q7 +M/B/i2 b2Mi2M+2b 7`QK >BM/B `iB+H2b S = {s1, s2, ..., sm} `2 Q#iBM2/ #v
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 b2Mi2M+2 si Bb bB/ iQ #2 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rBi? tEj - B7 M 2H2K2Mi ek #2HQM;b iQ tEj Bb  bm#bi`BM; Q7 siX 6BM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 b2Mi2M+2 i?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b b?QrM BM };m`2 9 rBi? i?2 +QMiBMmiBQM
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5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
h?Bb rQ`F +QMbB/2`b irQ T`QKBM2Mi M2rbTT2`b MK2Hv AM/BM 1tT`2bb 7Q` 1M;HBb?
L2rb `iB+H2b M/ >BM/mbiMUिंहदसु्तान V r?B+? ?p2 `iB+H2b pBH#H2 QMHBM2X h?2), which have articles available online. The
corpus includes the data collected from Jan 2018 to Jun 2018. The following sections
describe the experimental evaluation results for clustering and extraction.
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Figure 5. Bilingual evaluation of proposed clustering algorithm: Silhouette coefficient for
varying number of events
5.1 Evaluation of Task-1: Clustering Algorithm
The proposed algorithm for clustering is evaluated in two phases, namely, bilin-
gual and monolingual evaluation. In the first phase, the algorithm is evaluated for
English and Hindi articles and in the second phase, the algorithm is evaluated for
English articles. Due to the lack of algorithms for clustering multilingual articles,
a baseline algorithm, i.e. incremental nearest neighborhood algorithm without using
background KB and considering only the headlines from English and Hindi news
articles, is implemented.
5.1.1 Phase-1 Evaluation: Bilingual Evaluation
The proposed algorithm is compared with the baseline algorithm in terms of the
quality of clusters formed and the time taken for clustering. The clustering quality
is determined using a Silhouette coefficient [28]. This is a well-known measure of in-
ternal evaluation for evaluating clusters without pre-determined labels. It measures
how similar an object is to its cluster compared to other clusters. The Silhouette




where ai is the average similarity of the i
th event with all the other events in its
cluster. Then for all the other clusters to which ith event does not belong, we
calculate the average similarity of ith event to all the events in these clusters and bi is
the maximum of all these values. Figure 5 shows the silhouette coefficient obtained
for proposed and baseline algorithms for varying numbers of events. We can see
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that the proposed algorithm achieved a larger value of silhouette coefficient as the
event size increases and hence produced a better quality of clusters. However, the
Silhouette coefficient value is not very close to 1 because of many individual clusters
obtained during the clustering process. These events are those which do not have
similarity with any other crime events.
For instance, Figure 6 shows clustering results for 152 events extracted from
60 headlines using the proposed algorithm. There are many individual clusters and
also clusters with a varying number of event elements. The medoid of each cluster
can be seen highlighted in Figure 6. If we do not consider the individual clusters,
then we get an average value of 0.63 and 0.45 as silhouette coefficients for proposed
and baseline algorithms, respectively.
Figure 6. Visualization of cluster for 152 events
We also evaluated the quality of clusters in terms of the number of related events
obtained for a given keyword. For instance, Figure 7 shows the clusters retrieved for
the keyword “Navsari”. It has 2 clusters associated with it with each cluster having
1 event. The keyword is directly related to both these events. The other attributes
of the events are also shown. Some of the input keywords used for finding clusters of
related events over a cluster in Figure 6 are shown in Table 2. From the table, it is
clear that, due to the higher quality of clusters formed by the proposed algorithm,
the number of related events associated with a given keyword is also significantly
high.
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Figure 7. Cluster results for the keyword “Navsari”
Table 3 shows the clustering time taken by the proposed and baseline algorithms.
From the table, it can be observed that the proposed algorithm takes more time
compared to the baseline approach. This is due to the extraction of two or more
triples from a single headline which is evident from the third column of the table.
The time taken for machine translation and triple extraction are not considered for
evaluation. However, more semantics hidden in triples compared to raw sentences
Keyword Number of Related Events
(Baseline Algorithm)









Railway Act 1 1
Abhijit Mukherjee 1 3
Kaluram 6 6
Congress 15 26
Table 2. Number of related events for keywords before and after clustering
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produces clusters with high quality, and hence the time complexity is compromised










100 92 270 98
200 194 423 222
300 298 610 343
400 372 908 402
500 536 1 022 582
Table 3. Bilingual evaluation of proposed clustering algorithm: Time taken for clustering
5.1.2 Phase-2 Evaluation: Monolingual Evaluation
Here the proposed work is evaluated by considering only the English news articles
and comparing the results with two recently proposed works [33] and [34] as a base-
line. Evaluation in these two works is done using Reuters and 20Newsgroup datasets.
The details about the datasets can be found in [34]. [34] uses a K-means cluster-
ing algorithm with improved square root similarity measure. As an improvement
to this, [33] used N-grams representation along with K-means clustering algorithm
and improved square root similarity measure. The proposed algorithm is different
from the baseline works by using semantically rich triples representation and a sim-
ilarity measure using both contextual and semantic similarity measures proposed
in [2]. Here, the experiment is conducted using 2000 samples each from Reuters
and 20Newsgroup datasets over 5 newsgroups. The triples are extracted from each
sample using the method proposed in [2]. To speed up the execution, a parallel
version of the proposed clustering algorithm is implemented using Message Passing
Interface (MPI). The triples are processed in parallel to identify the clusters.
Table 4 shows the evaluation results for the proposed and the baseline ap-
proaches. The same performance metrics as mentioned and defined in [33], i.e.
accuracy and purity, are used here for evaluation. From the table, it is clear that
the proposed clustering algorithm performs better than baseline methods in terms
of accuracy. However, due to the generation of more individual clusters, i.e. clusters
with a single element, the purity of the proposed algorithm is less compared to [33].
5.2 Evaluation of Task-2: Extraction
To evaluate the results for the proposed KBC approach, an MT-based system is im-
plemented which is considered as a gold standard. The gold standard system reduces
the problem to monolingual information extraction and integration by translating
the entire articles in the target language into English. Then the facts are extracted
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Methods Datasets Accuracy Purity
[33]
Reuters 0.3950 0.9418
20 Newsgroups 0.3801 0.9200
[34]
Reuters 0.2320 0.5769
20 Newsgroups 0.1659 0.4234
Proposed Algorithm
Reuters 0.5210 0.6200
20 Newsgroups 0.4832 0.7398
Table 4. Monolingual evaluation of proposed clustering algorithm
from translated articles and are semantically merged with facts extracted from En-
glish news articles using the methods for IE and semantic merging proposed by [2].
Hence the gold standard system is named as Machine Translation based Mono-
lingual Knowledge Base Completion (MTML KBC). The quality of the proposed
KBC approach is measured using the standard evaluation metrics precision and re-
call. Precision is calculated as the ratio of the number of valid new facts extracted
to the total number of new facts extracted. The recall is calculated as the ratio
of the number of valid new facts extracted to the total number of valid new facts
available.
Table 5 shows the results recorded for five different clusters. Figures 8 and 9
show the performance of gold standard (MTML KBC) and proposed approach in
terms of precision and recall, respectively. From the figures, it is clear that the
proposed approach achieves a better recall compared to precision. This is evident
from the fact that the total number of new facts extracted by the proposed approach
is more due to improper projection of bootstrapping triples with the triples extracted
from candidate sentences.














Figure 8. Precision for five clusters
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Cluster-1 (52 facts + 13 Hindi articles) 9 10 8 12 10 7
Cluster-2 (83 facts + 08 Hindi articles) 12 9 7 15 9 7
Cluster-3 (75 facts + 18 Hindi articles) 14 15 14 17 15 14
Cluster-4 (92 facts + 11 Hindi articles) 18 20 18 21 20 17
Cluster-5 (88 facts + 14 Hindi articles) 23 25 21 23 25 20
Table 5. Comparison of MTML KBC and proposed approach
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work proposed a clustering and bootstrapping-based generic framework for
knowledge base completion. Using the framework, any knowledge base created with
the facts extracted from English news articles can be enriched with new facts avail-
able in low-resourced language articles without using language-specific tools. Here
the experiment is conducted using the low resourced Indian language Hindi news
articles. The redundancies that exist among the bilingual collection of articles are
exploited by grouping the articles that are topically or sententially similar using the
nearest neighborhood clustering. The proposed clustering algorithm makes use of
knowledge base facts in terms of triples to represent the articles against the tra-
ditional Bag of Words representation, as the triples capture the high semantics.
Empirical results show that clusters of high accuracy and quality are obtained for
monolingual and bilingual facts, respectively. From each group of related articles,
the facts related to English news articles are bootstrapped to extract the facts from
Hindi news articles using Google translator API. This way of using the high-resource
language facts as bootstrapping triples helps to extract the facts from articles re-
lated to the languages for which language processing tools like POS tags are neither
available nor accurate. Experimental results for extraction show that using the
framework a better recall is achieved in identifying the new facts compared to pre-
cision. A precision of high rate can be achieved by aligning the bootstrapped triples
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Figure 9. Recall for five clusters
with triples extracted from other languages more accurately, which will be consid-
ered in the future. In the future, the framework will be examined for other Indian
languages also.
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